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HermanMiller
Caper® Seating

To move or lift: 
Pull or lift your Caper chair using the 
convenient handhold on the back of 
the chair.

All Caper stacking chairs—with or without arms and with or without casters—

are lightweight, weighing eleven pounds or less.

General Moving & Lifting:

To stack chairs: 
Position the top chair so that its legs are in front 
of the arm supports of the lower chair.

Stacking chairs—with or without arms and with or without casters—stack up 

to 6-high on the floor and 15-high on a Caper Cart. 

Note: If the bottom chair has casters, a stack of up to 6 chairs can 

be transported without a cart.

Stacking Chair:

To stack chairs: 
Position the top chair so that its legs are in front 
of the arm supports of the lower chair.

Stacks 4-high on the floor or on a Caper Cart. Tablet must be fully extended in 

the upright position prior to stacking. 

Warning: Do not sit on tablet. Maximum load to tablet is 16.5 lbs.

Stacking Chair with Tablet Arm:

To stack stools: 
Position the top stool so that its legs are in front 
of the arm supports of the lower stool.

Stacking stools—with or without arms—stack up to 5-high on the floor.

Stacking Stool:
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To adjust seat height: 
To raise, take your weight off chair, 
press button. To lower while seated, 
press button.

To increase tilt tension: 
Turn knob clockwise. 

To decrease tilt tension: 
Turn knob counterclockwise.

At the proper height, your feet should rest flat on the floor. 

Set the tilt tension to control the resistance you feel when reclining.

Multipurpose Chair & Stool:

To adjust footring height: 
Hold base with one hand, 
grasp footring spoke and turn 
counterclockwise (-) to loosen. 

Once loose, raise or lower footring 
to desired height. 

Hold collar with one hand, grasp 
footring and turn clockwise (+) to 
tighten. To secure, finish turning 
footring while holding base.  

Multipurpose Stool:


